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Nina Hoss (Barbara)

BARBARA
A Film by Christian Petzold



In the films of recent years, East Germany has often appeared
quite desaturated. No colors, no wind, only the gray of border
crossings and the fatigued faces, much like those of the bleary-
eyed passengers on the sleeper inter-zonal trains at Gera’s rail-
way station.

We didn’t want to film a portrait of an oppressed nation and then
juxtapose it with love as this innocent, pure and liberating force.
We didn’t want any symbols. You just end up decoding them and
what’s left is what you knew all along.

We watched several films in preparation. One of the films that
deeply impressed us was TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT by Howard
Hawks. Two lovers, Bacall and Bogart, suspiciously eyeing each
other, who cheat and lie, with secret police all around them and
so constantly forced to speak between the lines. Strangely
enough though, they can both handle it and they enjoy watching
each other deal with the situation: the elegance, the intelligence,
the precise skirmishes of their dialogues, as though seemingly
ignited by the censored and controlled world around them. You
clearly see how circumstances can produce new types of people
who kiss, speak and look differently.

Another film that impressed us was Fassbinder’s THE MERCHANT
OF FOUR SEASONS. The East Germany of the Fifties is so present
in this film: in the split rear window of a VW Bully, in the echoing

emptiness of a bare backyard, in the cramped confines of a for-
mica kitchen. It’s never a backdrop, but more of a spatial experi-
ence where people love, argue and become silent. And this
atmosphere thick with loving, arguing, and silence just sticks to
everything and remains hanging in the air and on the walls. The
past never passes but extends far into our present. 

We wanted to capture on film that specific space between people,
with everything that has built up, everything that had made them
so mistrustful, everything they trust, reject and accept. 

During the rehearsals, one of the actresses who had wanted to
leave East Germany at the end of the Seventies, using the excuse
of a tour theater performance in the West to flee, recounted how
she had accepted dinner invitations knowing she would not be
there for them. She would be gone, forever. And this terrible lo-
neliness that remains, because you will never return and the life
you had will have disappeared. The famous Anna Segher’s line:
“When you lose your past, you won’t have a future.” She still
feels it in her bones, she revealed, to this very day. 

(Christian Petzold)
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Summer, 1980. Barbara, a doctor, has applied for an exit visa from
the GDR (East Germany). Now, as punishment, she has been
transferred from Berlin to a small hospital out in the country, far
from everything. Jörg, her lover from the West, is already planning
her escape. 

Barbara waits, keeping to herself. The new apartment, the
neighbors, summertime, the countryside – none of that means
anything to her. Working as a pediatric surgeon under her new
boss Andre, she is attentive when it comes to the patients, but
quite distanced toward her colleagues. Her future, she feels, will
begin later. 

But Andre confuses her. His confidence in her professional abili-
ties, his caring attitude, his smile. Why does he cover for her when
she helps the young runaway Sarah? Does he have an as-
signment to keep track of her? Is he in love? But as the day of
her planned escape quickly approaches, Barbara starts to lose
control. Over herself, her plans, over love.

Christian Petzold’s BARBARA is a story about people who meet
in a state of high alert; about a truth that only exists because of
a lie, and a love that is wary of itself; and about the freedom to
leave and the freedom to stay. 

The impressive ensemble includes Nina Hoss (YELLA – Berlinale
2007 Best Actress, JERICHOW), Ronald Zehrfeld (IN FACE OF THE
CRIME), Jasna Fritzi Bauer (AT ELLEN’S AGE), Mark Waschke (HA-
BERMANN) and Rainer Bock (THE WHITE RIBBON). The team in-
cludes Petzold’s long-standing collaborators Kade Gruber
(Production Design), Anette Guther (Costume Design), Andreas
Mücke Niesytka (Sound), Bettina Böhler (Editor) and Hans Fromm
(Director of Photography).

BARBARA is the eighth collaboration between the Berlin-based
production company Schramm Film Koerner & Weber and Chris-
tian Petzold.

SYNOPSIS

ABOUT THE FILM



Before shooting began you had extensive reading rehear-
sal with all the actors. How does that work?

Christian Petzold:A few weeks before shooting started, we met
with the entire ensemble. On the first day, to somehow get
started, I read out a text in which I describe the characters. We
then watched films such as a love scene from a Chabrol film. In
“Barbara” I was concerned with several questions: Who is telling
the story of the film? Where is this person positioned? Is this per-
son removed from the plot looking onto it from above like a sur-
veillance camera, or is he standing right in the middle of it

amongst the people? Is this person part of the system that exists
between people? Which is why I found it interesting to see for
example French Connection, a film the never stands on the side
of power. We then very quickly spoke about the details, going
over the characters, locations, smells and memories.

Mr. Zehrfeld, when you hear the description of the charac-
ter, does that change your perception of the role?

Ronald Zehrfeld: No. I had already had an idea about the cha-
racter after reading the script. And then it’s really about what I

Christian Petzold, Nina Hoss and Ronald Zehrfeld about working on BARBARA

A SPECIAL FORM OF LOVE



can bring out and how I can make it visible. The first reading re-
hearsals were great for the extensive way we explored the situa-
tions, the degree of detail and color and tone we used to describe
the images that existed between the characters.

Christian Petzold: I was somewhat afraid of you, Ronald, be-
cause I perceive you as a person who is very grounded in your
East German past. Your life experiences are rooted there and
you went to school there, whereas I had only been there to visit
because almost all of my relatives still lived there. My parents
had fled the GDR. For me East Germany had always been a pro-
jection space, whereas for you it was a living space.

Nina Hoss: I found it exciting to listen to the actors who came
from the East talk about what had happened to them and how
it was for them to be there. One of the actresses who had fled
East Germany had had a very similar experience to Barbara’s. She
was on a tour performance with her theater company and she
knew that she would have to lie, the way Barbara lies to Andre.
We read the scene and she whispered to me: “You feel the heat
of discomfort rising within in you”. She then told us her story and
talked about what it means to lie and realizing in that exact same
moment: “I will never see you again, but I can’t tell you that until
I actually get out”. 

Christian Petzold: Basically the first part of the rehearsal in Ber-
lin served to stir our collective memory. What did East Germany
sound like? What did it smell like? That’s the sort of thing we tal-
ked about. I think we only read the script once and then we just
remembered, reflected and watched movies. And then almost all

of us drove out together to visit the locations and motifs where
the film is set.

Filming Locations

Christian Petzold: I felt it was important that the hospital in the
film was a real hospital that was accurately furnished in a 1980
look down to the last fine detail. When we saw it we were so-
mewhat shocked at how different hospitals are today with their
high flexibility and their outsourcing. In this hospital you had this
feeling… it was like something out of an Astrid Lindgren novel.
We – the actors and I – met regularly to talk about the day in the
staff break room that the nurses in the film hang out in to smoke,
listen to the radio and read the newspaper… It was like doctors
and nurses planning the day’s schedule: “First we run the drainage
procedure, and then comes Nina’s long monologue”. That’s how
it felt sometimes for me. I mean, you were all anyway very well
prepared, you had had good training as film doctors, and there
were people around that had actually once worked in this hospital
and could guide us.  

Did you know the filming locations before the shooting
began? 

Nina Hoss: Yes, the most important ones. The first time we went
to visit, the sets were almost all ready them. That was great… you
can build a physical relationship to the spaces and rooms that
you’ll be moving in on the day of shooting. It gives you a very dif-
ferent feel for the character and the scene you are working on. 
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Ronald Zehrfeld: I had underestimated the benefit of seeing
the rooms and locations, the hospital and the forest beforehand,
and then allowing the experience to inspire you again. Your sud-
denly had all these images and knew what the space looks and
smells like, how it’s set up, and how you can move in it.

Christian Petzold: When I walked into Andre’s apartment that
the production designer Kade Gruber had built, I was deeply moved
by it because it was so unpretentious. All the objects in it were fa-
miliar and not typical or characteristic. What I also found quite in-
teresting was that even the files that Ronald held in his hand...

Ronald Zehrfeld: Those were original files from the clinic in Dres-
den One day I suddenly discovered my surname in one of them. I
called up my father and asked him if he had had some third-degree
distant relative living in Dresden in the 50s. Though that wasn’t the
case, I still found it great that even the props weren’t some old fol-
ders with something written on the front that you just use to do
the scene, but that you have something real in your hands. 

Christian Petzold: I think it is absolutely important for every-
thing to be correct. Otherwise you end up doing all kinds of non-
sense. We had this scene where we had x-ray images of a skull
fracture and a knee dislocation. And the three actors – Christina
Hecke was also there – were medically very well prepared; they’d
taken courses. So here they are standing in front of the x-ray
screen and all of sudden they break out into a fit of laughter, the
way I used to crack up laughing in church when I was younger
every time the word whore came up in the bible. 

Nina Hoss: At that particular moment we were only taking about
these x-rays. Otherwise you normally have a plot that you can
stand behind. But when you’re just standing there in front of
these images pretending you’re some kind of expert: “Here is the
fracture, we have to open it up soon, doctor”, you almost feel
like a charlatan, and then you crack up laughing. 

Christian Petzold: We then cut it down to three lines. The x-rays
didn’t get any single shots. The dislocated knee was never seen
or spoken of again.

Secrets

Do the characters hold some kind of a secret for you as the
writer and director on the one hand and you as actors on
the other?

Nina Hoss: Certainly. We often surprised ourselves while acting.
You naturally have a clear idea of the character while you’re
thinking or talking about it. But it’s another thing when you start
acting and suddenly a reaction comes that you hadn’t expected.

Even though these may be small things, nuances, they suddenly
make you realize: “I can react differently here than I had origi-
nally thought”. Something then emerges that I may not be able
to describe afterwards.

Christian Petzold: Every day of shooting was a complete surprise
for me. Having a clearly defined picture of a character is impor-
tant because it provides a foundation. When you have a figure
that already holds depth and mystery within it, then you’ve got
something you can start working with. There’s the scene in the
corridor where Barbara drops the coffee cup. I had a clear picture
of how that should go: Something falls. They both kneel down to
pick up the pieces. He says: “Now, why don’t go lay down”. And
she says: “No! I don’t need to.” Even though she’s on her last
legs. I didn’t quite know how to resolve the scene. But then du-
ring the rehearsals something happened between the two of you,
something you just can’t plan: Roland simply puts his hand on
Nina. It’s as if this surge of warmth starts flowing through her
and in that moment Barbara feels protected and tired. That’s how
I perceived it. This is something I could never have imagined be-
forehand. 

I’d really like to mention the other actors now: Christina Hecke’s
performance was excellent. Though she only had a few lines, in
her role she remained a solid part of this hospital. Same goes for
Claudia Geißler, who only has one line, or Kirsten Block, Schütz’s
wife. Or how Susanne Bormann raises the issue of class conflict
with her single, improvised line “You’ve got pretty hands, but you
also use them”. And Jasna, with her triumphant face as she
shows Andre out of the room whilst looking at Barbara. Or Stella,
who emanates this life lived in and out of all these homes. Or
how Rainer Bock smokes with his back turned in the solitude of
the café…. With all the actors I felt that the social space simply
carries on; even when they’re no longer in the picture, their cha-
racters don’t just simply fade away but continue to live on. 

Ronald Zehrfeld: This basis that Christian talked about created
the space for us to be at times creatively surprised. And this re-
quires an unbelievable level of trust. The feeling I had in the re-
hearsals was confirmed on set. And then all of sudden I realized
that we’re all talking, thinking and feeling in the same tone and



pattern. This basis made it possible for us to be free at the mo-
ment of acting. That we had this space is of course also thanks
to this production’s excellent preparation: That we could start
the day going though the scenes again.

On Set

You also rehearsed on the day of shooting: Was it to go over
the scenes, gestures, and timing or was it about something
more basic like the characters and the constellations?

Nina Hoss: No, it was quite specific. The preparation made it un-
necessary for us to talk long about things. We were all acting on
the same ground, so to speak. The great thing about Christian’s
production conditions is that we get the opportunity to rehearse
the scenes of the day every morning. As a result you can really
take your time and quietly figure out if it all works. You can check
the scene and your role in it with your partner. And Christian has
a chance to see if it still works for him, if something needs to be
added or lines need to be cut. We rehearsed but only to the point
where something could still emerge, where we all felt: If we shoot
now, we’ll get something more. 

Ronald Zehrfeld: I just had to think of our favorite word: “non-
verbal”. We arrived at a level where the scene was simply clear.
Again I use the words “tone and atmosphere”. All of a sudden
you realize it’s happening right now. All you have to do is perceive

the other and really live out the situation, not produce it using
some acting method. This is what created the small surprises during
the filming, these nuances, because the freedom was there for it.

You shot the film to a large extent chronologically? What
effect does that have?

Ronald Zehrfeld: Knowing which scene, which effect, which turn
had happened before, lends the whole thing a sense of aliveness.
When you don’t film chronologically, you have to permanently
keep the narrative arc in mind that you’re trying to build together
with the actors and the director. When you film chronologically,

this arc is established quite differently. The level of acting is far
closer to the character, far more organic and vibrant. 

Christian Petzold: One example is the scene where Andre is
standing at Mario’s bed because he believes that he’s suffering
from more than just a skull bruising. Several scenes play in this
room and normally you would set up the lighting and shoot all
the scenes at once. But I think it’s important that you first see
how Barbara stands at her locker and wants to go home but her
medical conscience won’t let her. She then goes to Mario’s room
and is surprised to find Andre there. She would rather have not-
hing to do with him, but because he thinks the same way she
does on a professional level, something develops. She becomes
a companion. When you shoot that chronologically, starting with
the locker then the walk down the hallway and then into the
room, though it certainly takes up a lot of shooting time, it gives
something very important to the characters. Barbara walks into
that room in a specific physical state, with a specific feeling. This
is what it means to film chronologically.

The Kiss

You mentioned a scene that you deliberately took out of
the chronology.

Ronald Zehrfeld: That was the kiss scene.

Christian Petzold: There is often a very important scene that
takes place at the end of a film and in our case it was the kiss
between Barbara and Andre. The kiss is something quite decisive.
I always felt that this kiss should be done in such a way that we
don’t quite really understand it or grasp what it means. It can’t
have any precedent; it isn’t planned. I didn’t have a clear picture
for this kiss. But it had to be there, at that specific point. And if
you keep it in the chronology and shoot it at the end, then all you
talk about for the last ten days is this stupid kiss. So there are
two reasons I wanted to take a scene like that out of the chrono-
logy: Firstly, if you shoot it as early as the eighth day, then you
carry the kiss within you for the remaining days and you know
as an actor what you’re heading towards. And secondly, if it do-
esn’t work out, you can do it again. 

Nina Hoss: Sometimes it’s best not to have to rethink what you
played out in a scene. Then it’s just the way it is. That’s how it
was for the kiss. Even though I was unsure because I also had
the feeling… those two don’t come together at first, but there’s
a tension there. And a kiss is a relief or a resolution of this ten-
sion, and yet at the same time it creates a new tension. 

Christian Petzold: I think it is more important that the film do-
esn’t move towards the kiss but towards the non-kiss. Andre do-
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esn’t know that Barbara is leaving. Had we talked extensively
about the kiss and then shot the scene at the end of the film, it
would have turned into a farewell kiss for Andre. The kiss has an
effect. Rather than filming the actual kiss, I find it far more beau-
tiful to capture the one left behind after the lips have parted. The
one that remains behind is left stunned. This disbelief is an im-
portant image because Andre believes that this kiss is not the
last one. That’s why it was important to do the scene at the start
of shooting. 

Which is why we also shot the scenes in Andre’s apartment be-
forehand. Barbara gets a book as a present, Andre is cutting up
a zucchini, he stands with his back to her… It’s a real kitchen.
This is not a stage but a real room that you have to work around.
And there’s this little corner that Barbara squeezes herself into,
puts down the book, and asks: Can I help...? 

Ronald Zehrfeld: We even cut up some onions in a pot… 

Christian Petzold: That’s right, the whole kitchen smelled of
onion. It was simply very sensual. And that stands in contrast to
another sensuality: Before that, Barbara had been in a hotel. The
man kisses her, they lay down on the bed, cool jazz plays on the
radio, they drink Krimsekt (Ukrainian sparkling wine), and make
escape plans. And I always felt that they try to get some sensua-
lity, but it’s just not happening. Cut. She sits in the train. And
you see in her face that she somehow suspects this new world
she’s going to might end up being a cold chamber for her. And
the contrast to that is the scene with Andre in the house: Here
is someone that she believes to the very last moment is playing

a double game. And yet he is so sensual and that confuses her.
This is the split that this character has to carry, this feeling of
being torn.

Money Shots

“Barbara” is a period piece, with a historically driven plot.
The writer, set design, and the actors all do research. Is
there a point where you just have to stop?  

Nina Hoss: Not for me. Because every day, with every talk, with
every scene, new things emerge that you want to explore, sense
and grasp more deeply. You are constantly involved up to the very
last day because you want to use up everything to its fullest. At
some point in the middle of filming I began listening to Wolf Bier-
mann and Degenhardt because I knew them from my childhood.
It was the kind of sound that would have filled Barbara’s world in
those days and I felt it would help me. And it did. 

Is there a danger of losing yourself in the scenery because
of the sheer mass of historically authentic details? That
you are tempted to re-enact the familiar picture?  

Nina Hoss: You have to liberate yourself from that. We’re making
a feature film and not a documentary. We do have to prepare to
make sure that the procedures are played out as authentically as
possible, but whether you hold the syringe this way or that way
is not what’s important. Of course I’d like to be able to do that
but I can’t allow myself to focus on it and so neglect my acting.

Nina Hoss (Barbara), Ronald Zehrfeld (Andre) 



The balance must remain clear. Preparation is everything, and
then you can just forget it.

Christian Petzold: The research must be precise and accurate.
It must be filled with narrative. You can’t just use basic items to
fill up the scenery. The objects have to carry meaning and signi-
ficance. But then again, you also have to be able to let them go. 

The Spring/Summer 1980 Quelle catalogue that we have in the
film wasn’t so easy to come by. It was an anniversary catalogue,
the first one with more than one thousand pages, which probably
contributed more to the collapse of East Germany than the Strauß
loan. But the catalogue is only looked at twice in the film. In this
scene it is far more important that the catalogue in all its glory is
in the hands of Susanne Bormann and Nina Hoss, then to actually
see it. It’s not about the catalogue, but about these two women
flicking through the catalogue – and, in that moment, about their
image of the West: “Will I ever get out of here?” says one of
them who want to be in the Quelle catalogue. And the other reali-
zes that she has a completely different image of the West. It’s
about this moment. 

The night at Nikolaiplatz on the way to the Interhotel was quite an
expensive scene, because it required an old East German tram to
drive by, not to mention all the roads we had to block, and all the
antennas and advertising we had to pull down. It took ages but
we got a shot of the tram driving by though the picture. But then
Bettina Böhler, the editor, cut it in such a way that the tram only
appears for two seconds in the scene. A strange effect, but it works
because it makes East Germany appear more authentic, more real. 

Mistrust

Is there a particular pressure in making a film about a time
that is not so distant and still very charged with emotions,
opinions and images? 

Christian Petzold: Harun Farocki made “Videograms of a Revo-
lution” in 1991, about Romania and the fall of Ceausescu. Before
that I used to think: the secret police, the Securitate, have their

electronics and microphones everywhere, in all the most unlikely
places! Then the Ceausescu system collapsed and it turns out that
the whole place was rotten. All that fear and suppression was
happening between the people. That’s where it worked. All the
beauty, love and liberty were poisoned by mistrust. 

This was one of my experiences on my visits to East Germany.
There was a great deal of mistrust everywhere, not only because
you felt the government is everywhere also because there was a
kind of barter economy: “If I give him something, I will get some-
thing in return”. I thought that’s what the film should focus on.
How does power infect love? That’s the situation when these two
people meet. Everything that is attractive about Andre automa-
tically has a second meaning, namely: “I will open up your heart
and soul and read you, and then I’ll know everything about you.”
That’s what I wanted the film to explore and not some Honecker
pictures on the wall. We only have one single sign with a motto
on it in the film: “Optimism leads us into the future”. I liked it
because it was so old and faded. It was as if East Germany in
1980 no longer believed in itself. 

Ronald Zehrfeld: I felt it was right to leave out all that emble-
matic stuff; the hammer, the compass, the wreath. It’s about telling
the story of the people who lived in such a system, and how it all
felt. The question was: Can we manage to recreate the blues that
existed back then, with all the sublevels between the people that
so constricted the space between them: “Can I trust someone? Is
he doing this just for his own benefit or does he really mean it?”
And at the same time bring back that special social interaction
that was so much more common back then, at least in my child-
hood, and that more and more people miss today. And this worked
for me. I could feel it again, how it was between people. 

It’s incredibly exciting to figure it all out: How do they look at
each other? How does doubt find its way between them? When
Andre says to Barbara: “I’d like to travel to The Hague someday,
to see the Rembrandt.” – “Oh well, apply for a departure per-
mit...” You know exactly why he says that; he’s fishing for infor-
mation. Interestingly, in East Germany people took a much closer
look at each other. The type of mistrust that existed back then
made people particularly alert to one other, because you looked
each other in the eye in a very different way. 

Nina Hoss: In this atmosphere there is always an underlying mis-
trust. And yet it had great warmth. This country also made love
possible. This film passes no moral judgments, but rather offers
possibilities.  

Love

Christian Petzold: In the reading rehearsal we watched “To
Have and Have Not“ by Howard Hawks. Basically in all the stories
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and films that politically condemn a system, the situation is jux-
taposed with a love couple or friendship that is pure so as to bet-
ter criticize the system. And in Hawks’ movie, it’s actually the love
relationship in the film that is the system. They’re intelligent not
because they simply don’t trust each other romantically, but be-
cause they constantly remain alert.  

Nina Hoss: And challenge each other.

Christian Petzold: Yes. And this creates a form of love that has
absolutely nothing to do with our wishy-washy socialized love of
the West German 70s. Andre picks Barbara up, the serum is there,
he asks: “Were you searched? Does that happen often?” At this
point, he’s got the upper hand. But then suddenly she asks: “You
produced the serum yourself? You have a lab in the clinic?” In
that moment, she begins to use interrogation techniques that
were probably once used on her. And instantly, she regains the
power in this car. 

Basically this is also a form of seduction. It isn’t about “love tears
down all walls”. Rather this East German situation brings about
a specific form of love. Nina and Ronald eliminated many of these
beautiful lines that Harun and I had written into the dialogue.
Because with everything that was going on between the two of
them, these lines simply disturbed; the wit, the looks, the tou-
ching, the looking away - this rhythm that two people slowly de-
velop into a duel. 

The Lie

Christian Petzold: There was this scene where Barbara shows
up for her night shift and Andre says to her: “Could you check on
Mario again”...

Nina Hoss: We had rehearsed the beginning of that scene when
I come out again and say: “How is he?”. But when we came to
shoot the scene we realized something’s not quite right. It was
only the beginning of the scene that had to be changed; I think
it was only where you were standing…

Ronald Zehrfeld: In the doorframe? Yes, that’s where we found
it. 

Nina Hoss: She trusts his intuition and that doesn’t let her go,
because she thinks: “But I need to know what’s happening with
this Mario”.

Ronald Zehrfeld: What was exciting was how in this moment
they move from the level of “doctor” to the level of “mistrust”,
until they find themselves standing opposite each other on the
level of “human”. He says, “I have a bad feeling. I want to run
some more tests.”

Christian Petzold: And Barbara says: “I’m off work then.” But
he knows quite well after having worked with her for several

Ronald Zehrfeld (Andre), Nina Hoss (Barbara)



weeks what the point is: When it comes to the life of a human
being, when it’s about your passion, then no, you’re not off work.
Barbara is ashamed of herself for it. And then she lies. The camera
then stays on the lie, on Barbara in the doorframe, who almost
collapses. 

Ronald Zehrfeld: Because she’s too close to him, to these eyes
that say: “Are you telling me in all seriousness that you’re off
work? I want to see it in your eyes”. You don’t need a dialogue
for that. 

Film Ending

When Andre leaves Barbara’s empty apartment and walks
past the Stasi officer, something fundamental changes in
that moment?  

Ronald Zehrfeld: For Andre it’s simply over when he asks him:
“Have you arrested her?” and Schütz says: “ She will never be
back.” Andre knows him, he took care of his wife, and he knows
how the system works. But he can no longer look this person in
the eye. He has to leave. In the moment the State has lost. And
then to find someone who because of Andre still believes that the-
re’s still something worth maintaining and keeping… it makes me
happy to finally see Barbara on the bed: „Okay, I wasn’t all that
wrong. We do have a chance.” 

There was a line at the end of the script between Andre
and Barbara: “They were blood clot. Tomorrow would have
been too late.” When did you decide to cut that line out? 

Christian Petzold: We constantly kept thinking about the ending
and what actually happens there. And at some point it became
clear that they don’t say anything at all.

Nina Hoss: I think a space has to open up at the end. That was
always my feeling. Everything has been brought back down to
earth and made strangely harmonious. There was absolutely no
discussion about not needing to speak this line. But I don’t want
to tell you what you’re supposed to think at the end. I think it
needs to remain open for personal interpretation. 

Christian Petzold: There were many possibilities for the final
scene: They could either sit next to each other, opposite each, or
one of them could stand. Sitting opposite each other creates a
very different kind of tension. It’s a triangle, but it’s not a family.
This boy is still a patient. He is not the storyteller. Only her eyes
and his eyes. And then we have what Nina describes: A door
opens. Everything needs to blow through. 
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NINA HOSS (Barbara)

Born 1975 in Stuttgart. Enjoyed her breakthrough while still stu-
dying at the Ernst Busch Academy of Dramatic Arts in Berlin on
playing the lead in Bern Eichinger's Das MÄDCHEN ROSEMARIE.
She is considered one of Germany's most celebrated theatre and
film actresses. Nina Hoss had received many awards, including
the Gertrud-Eysoldt-Ring for MEDEA at the Deutsche Theater Ber-
lin, the Bavarian Film Prize for DIE WEISSE MASSAI (THE WHITE
MASSAI), the Adolf-Grimme Prize, and, for TOTER MANN (SOME-
THING TO REMIND ME) and WOLFSBURG, the Best Acting Prize
from the Festival des Deutschen Films, the Bremer Film Prize, the
Berlin Silver Bear and the German Film Prize for YELLA. BARBARA
is her fifth leading role in a film by Christian Petzold.

RONALD ZEHRFELD (Andre)

Born 1977 in Berlin. Studied acting at the Ernst Busch Academy
of Dramatic Arts, was engaged at various theatres including the
Deutsche Theater Berlin, the St. Pauli Theater Hamburg, and the
Berliner Ensemble, with Peter Zadek and Hans Neuenfels. 
In 2005, Ronald Zehrfeld made his film debut in Dominik Graf's

DER ROTE KAKADU (THE RED COCKATOO). His other films include
IN JEDER SEKUNDE  (D: Jan Frehse), 12 METER OHNE KOPF (12
PACES WITHOUT A HEAD) (D: Sven Taddiken), DER DSCHUNGEL
(D: Elmar Fischer), DIE STUNDES DES WOLFES (D: Matthias Glas-
ner) and WEISSENSEE (D: Friedemann Fromm). In 2011, Ronald
Zehrfeld was awarded the German TV Award and the Adolf-
Grimme Prize for Dominik Graf's IM ANGESICHT DES VERBRE-
CHENS (IN FACE OF THE CRIME).

JASNA FRITZI BAUER (Stella)

Born 1989. Training at the Ernst Busch Academy of Dramatic Arts
in Berlin. Theatre engagements including those at the Hessische
Staatstheater Wiesbaden and the Schaubühne am Lehniner
Platz; the production HELDEN was doted with the Best Acting
Ensemble Prize at the Theatertreffen der Schauspielschule.  Her
film roles include IM ALTER VON ELLEN (AT ELLEN’S AGE) (D: Pia
Marais), FÜR ELISE (D: Wolfgang Dinslage), SCHERBENPARK (D:
Bettina Blümner) und EIN TICK ANDERS (D: Andi Rogenhagen),
for which Jasna Fritzi Bauer was awarded the Filmkunstfest
Schwerin's Best New Talent Prize. 

MAIN CAST



MARK WASCHKE (Jörg)

Born 1972 in Wattenscheid. Trained at the Ernst Busch Academty
of Dramatic Arts in Berlin. Acted in NACHMITTAG (D: Angela Scha-
nelec), UNTER DIR DIE STADT (D: Christoph Hochhäusler), DER
MANN DER ÜBER AUTOS SPRANG (D: Nick Baker-Monteys), PLAY-
OFF (D: Eran Riklis), DER BRAND (D: Brigitte Bertele), DAS FENS-
TER ZUM SOMMER (D: Hendrik Handloegten) and SCHILF (D:
Claudia Lehmann). Mark was awarded the RomaFictionFest actor's
prize for his role in BUDDENBROOKS; for HABERMANN (D: Juraj
Herz) he received the Bavarian Film Prize. 

RAINER BOCK (Schütz)

Born 1954 in Kiel. Studied acting in Kiel, then had theatre enga-
gements at the Mannheimer National Theater and the Stuttgart
State Theater; was a member of the Bavarian Staatsschauspiel
until 2011. His films include JETZT ODER NIE (D: Lars Büchel), IM
WINTER EIN JAHR (A YEAR AGO IN WINTER) (D: Caroline Link),
RAUS INS LEBEN (D: Vivian Naefe), MEIN BESTER FEIND (D: Wolf-
gang Murnberger), UNKNOWN IDENTITY (D: Jaume Collet-Serra),
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (D: Quentin Tarantino) and WER WENN 
NICHT WIR (IF NOT US, WHO) (D: Andres Veiel). He was nominated
for the German Film Prize for the role of the doctor in Michael
Haneke's DAS WEIßE BAND (THE WHITE RIBBON). 

CHRISTIAN PETZOLD (Director) 

Born 1960 in Hilden. Subsequent to his German and theatre stu-
dies at the Freie Universität of Berlin, he studied directing at the
German Film and Television Academy of Berlin, whilst working as
assistant director with Harun Farocki and Hartmut Bitomsky. Chris-
tian Petzold's celebrated films include PILOTINNEN (1995), CUBA

LIBRE (1996; Förder Prize – Max Ophüls Festival), DIE BEISCHLAF-
DIEBIN (1998; Production Prize – Max Ophüls Festival), DIE IN-
NERE SICHERHEIT/THE STATE I AM IN (2001; German Film Prize –
Best Film; Hessischer Film Prize), TOTER MANN/SOMETHING TO
REMIND ME (2002; Grimme Prize, German Film Prize, Fipa d’Or –
Biarritz), WOLFSBURG (2003; FIPRESCI Prize – Berlinale; Grimme
Prize), GESPENSTER/GHOSTS (2005; Berlinale Competition; Ger-
man Film Critics Prize), YELLA (2007; Berlinale Silver Bear and Ger-
man Film Prize for Nina Hoss), JERICHOW (Venice Competition;
German Film Critics Prize) and, finally, DREILEBEN – ETWAS BES-
SERES ALS DEN TOD/BEATS BEING DEAD (German Film Prize, to-
gether with Dominik Graf and Christoph Hochhäusler). 

HANS FROMM (DOP) 

Born 1961 in Munich. Studied to be a cameraman at the Staatli-
cher Fachschule für Optik und Fototechnik, since 1989 freelance
cameraman, since 1999 lecturer at the DFFB and the Filmakade-
mie Ludwigsburg. Hans Fromm was cameraman on all of Chris-
tian Petzold's films. He also worked on DER STRAND VON
TROUVILLE (1998, D: Michael Hofmann), FARLAND (2004, D: Mi-
chael Klier), GEFANGENE (2006, R: Ian Dilthey and MEINE
SCHÖNE BESCHERUNG (2007, D: Vanessa Jopp). His awards in-
clude the nomination for the Förder Prize for Jan Ralske's NOT A
LOVE SONG (1997), the Grimme Prize for TOTER MANN/SOME-
THING TO REMIND ME (2001, D: Christian Petzold), the nomina-
tion for the German Film Prize and the German Film Critics Prize
for YELLA (2007, director: Christian Petzold).
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Nina Hoss (Barbara), Mark Waschke (Jörg)
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